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Boat Dollies 

Boat Dollies G-Series 0.5 T - 1.2 T

Our Boat Dollies G-Series offers an efficient and versatile solution for transporting your jet ski or small boat. Expertly crafted from 

high-quality materials, including robust structural steel S355, our boat dolly provides reliable support for your watercraft. In addition, 
our boat dolly is designed with a corrosion-resistant coating, ensuring long-lasting durability and performance even in harsh marine 

environments. Equipped with heavy-duty casters bolted in all four corners, safety brakes, and 360° rotating wheels, our boat dolly is easy 
to manoeuvre around your storage facility or garage.

Our boat dolly also features specially designed non-slip pads that ensure stability during boat placement, providing added security for 

your watercraft. The adjustable design accommodates a wide range of hull configurations, with a total holding capacity of up to 1,200 kg, 
making it perfect for boats of varying sizes. Additionally, the boat dolly's compact design ensures that it takes up minimal space, making 
it an excellent choice for anyone with limited storage space.

The dimensions of tubular profiles, square profiles, threaded rod bars, and heavy-duty wheels change depending on the size and capacity of the products. 
We use high-quality materials, such as S235, S275, and S355, high-strength structural steels certified for their origin. To ensure the safety and quality of our products, 
we obtain a CE mark certificate for each one.

 » Constructed with high-strength S355 structural steel for durability and reliability 

 » Holding capacity of up to 1,200 kg, suitable for a variety of boats and jet skis 

 » Accommodates a wide range of hull configurations 

 » Specially designed non-slip pads ensure stability during boat placement 

 » Heavy-duty casters bolted in all four corners for robust support 

 » 360° rotating wheels with brakes for easy manoeuvrability and control 

 » Corrosion-resistant coating for longevity in harsh marine environments 

 » Compact design for minimal space consumption in storage facilities 

 » Easy assembly and disassembly for convenient storage and transport 

 » Non-marking wheels prevent damage to flooring, making it suitable for both indoor and outdoor use

Key Features:

Durable Protective Coatings:

 » Powder Coating
 » Hot Dip Galvanizing
 » High-Quality Paint Finish
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We are a complete metal fabrication company

Boat dollies G-series: the best boat dolly for small boats and jet skis.

The dimensions of tubular profiles, square profiles, threaded rod bars, and heavy-duty wheels change depending on the size and capacity of the products. 
We use high-quality materials, such as S235, S275, and S355, high-strength structural steels certified for their origin. To ensure the safety and quality of our products, 
we obtain a CE mark certificate for each one.

Dimension:

* We can customize our products to fit your specific width, height, and capacity requirements.

Max capacity: Height: Length: Width:

500 kg 550 mm 600 mm 600 mm

500 kg 550 mm 900 mm 600 mm

500 kg 550 mm 1250 mm 800 mm

900 kg 550 mm 900 mm 600 mm

900 kg 550 mm 1250 mm 800 mm

1200 kg 550 mm 1500 mm 1000 mm

1200 kg 550 mm 2000 mm 1200 mm


